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"lout the "Carolina Moon," and of
» •* aX £,t which shines on forty-six
>'i, her states of the Union, includour native Ohio.
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Nln " Nevertheless, we still place first
» iv/ <*« round
rrrand shining
shining- orb
which
" Woded California landscape with
>If yV er after last week's drenching
^^Xwnrour.
Becker' et al> iust because
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Uqj| | our lonesome—by choice or
lierwise—is no reason why you
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fed to. It's probably the romantic
s |us that makes us enjoy and
tit to record such scenes.
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March 11 Set For
"Gras"—Final!
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* r . e moon reminds us of the story
" c ' jr grandfather used to tell us as
y,
sat on his knee.
night Pat and Mike were
liking home with their friend
y •» In when they .came to a bridge
~ iv k
a river. Down below they saw
'<e moon swimming around in
* i*a ' ,.e little ripples and eddies of
f*i -> e still water, looking for all
" tv .,J e world like a great big cheese. I
* ttroo- Ipaith," said Pat, "and I'll be
possess 1
1 her* " te one as is going to
Inself of that foine big cheese."
a b« 'ho** jBegorra! and you're not," said
In
Jke, "for 'twas meself who saw
~"«Ui K.
las soon as yet-self."
('Twill take the three of us to
'anbii
it," said Dan. "Mike, 'tis
It must hang down from the
n^dge by your hands. Pat, you
'he boyiInb down and hold tight to
3 legs. Then I meself shall climb
L-n the both of ye and we'll
- footb^i Jve the cheese."
-.^That was agreed upon. Pat
,
" »rely
grumbled
when
Mike
' tmbered down. But when Dan
led his bulk to the human
iin it was a little too much.
*
"•'•fFaith," said Pat, "you're shure
a\y. Hang on tight 'till I spit
Z my hands."

It's an old, old story, but the ending is different this
time.
The date of Pacific's Mardi Gras for 1939 has
been changed again, and DEFINITELY set for March
11—believe it or not. Thus voted the Executive Com
mittee of the PSA at last Monday night's meeting, end

ing almost two months of fineig-*
ling, during which time the date
had been set and reset as often
as a prize laying hen. (No re
flection on the Mardi Gras. This
is one event that does not lay an
egg!)
CHURCHES ASSENT
March 11 was chosen as the
date after Trevor Griffiths, chair
man of the carnival, discovered
that the Civic Memorial Audito
rium would be unavailable Feb
ruary 18, the last previous date
set. The new date has the ap
proval of Father Woods of the
local Catholic diocese, the Stock
ton Episcopalian Church and the
Administrative Committee of the
college of the Pacific and the
Stockton Junior College, thus
overcoming the Lent Barrier.
Not only that. Basketball' sea
son will be over and Coach Earl
Jackson has consented to allow
the trackmen to break training
for one night. Coach Stagg has
said nothing about the footballers,
who commence spring training
late in February, but it is not
expected that he will stand In
the way of a perfect represents^
tion of athletes at the Mardi Gras.
With the time and the place at
last assured, Griffiths and his
aides-du-bal are going ahead with
plans for the event, which will
be Pacific's fourth annual pat
terned after the New Orleans ex
travaganza.
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Jim Kries
Killed In
Accident

—

Discussion
Held By
I. A. Club

Star Swimmer
Dies Instantly

Plans Initiated For
Chinese Dinner
Three speakers discussed three
different aspects of recent Ameri
can foreign policy at the meeting
of the International Affairs Club
last Tuesday.
First on the symposium was
Gregg Phifer, club president, who
scrutinized recent developments in
the field of U. S.-German diplo
matic relations. He suggested that
the recent friction portends a
quicker break in normal relation
ships in case of a general Euro
pean war.
CHINESE LOANS
In his discussion of U. S. loans
to China, Kenneth Farr, vicepresident of the local club, laid
stress upon the vast market for
American capital and enterprise in
China, but declared that since
China is interested primarily in
basic rehabilitation, it is doubt
ful whether China will provide
fertile field for idle American
capital.
Dr. G. A. Werner scorched the
German and Italian insistence
that the United States met with
defeat at Lima. "Hull wanted
solidarity," said Dr. Werner. "He
realized that it was better to have
a compromise and
have all
Latin-American countries in agree
ment. Three ' important American
programs were carried out largely
because of Hull's willingness to
compromise."
These three accomplishments
Dr. Werner listed as (1) the soli
darity agreement, (2) the eight
point peace program, (3) the ac
ceptance of
Hull's
reciprocal
trade agreement policy.
"We will endeavor to sub
sidize Latin American trade and
travel," he concluded, "because
Latin America is the most prom
ising field for U. S. investment
today."

Little Theatre Composers'
Box Office
Group Elects
Open Monday Officers
Tickets Available For
"Screwball" Comedy,
"George and Margaret"

Col. Allin Chosen
President; Ramsey
Sec'y-Treasurer
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Fifteen Mid-Year
Graduates To Get
Pacific Degrees
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San Francisco Opera Group Features Annual C. O. P.
Orchestra Performance; "Romeo, Juliet" Programmed

Instant death came to Jimmy
Kries, prominent C. O. P. athlete,
Tuesday morning, January 10, in
a head-on automobile collision on
the highway between Stockton and
Manteca
Kries was killed outright, while (the other driver, Her
man Scheeringa was gravely in
jured.
The accident occurred on 99
Highway, just south of Turner's
Station. Traffic was slowed up
for more than an hour until both
cars could bo cleared from the
highway.
Young Kries was an outstanding
swimmer, and after compiling
fine records at Lodi High and Mo
desto J. C., starred on the Pacific
varsity squad last year. He had
been working for the past six
weeks as district sales manager
for a national magazine in order
to earn enough money to return
to school next semester.
Coach Chris Kjeldson was de
pending on Kries to be the main
stay of the 1939 Bengal acquatic
team. He was the holder of sev
eral pool records at Pacific and
at the local Olympic Baths tank.
His mother, Mrs. Katie Kries
now lives in Los Angeles. He is
brother of Mrs. Betty Kramer
of Stockton, Mrs. Pearl Rodacher
of Ryde and Chester Kries of
Lodi.
At present Scheeringa is in the
San Joaquin General hospital and
is reported to be in "fair" con
dition. His home is in Manteca.

San Joaquin County and the
Tickets for the first DeMarcus
Pacific are
now
Brown farcical venture of the College of
year, "George and Margaret," will definitely established as a joint
go on sale at the Conservatory base for the new San Joaquin
box office Monday, states Art County branch of the California
Farey, Little Theatre business Composers' and Writers' Society,
according to Galen "Stub" Har
manager.
-Pacific Little Theatre's contribu vey, founder of the new group
tion to the "screwball" comedy here and delegate to the Board
vogue will be staged beginning of Directors' meeting of the
OTHER BUSINESS
January 19, continuing January parent organization in Oakland
20 and 21. Via London, the play last Saturday evening.
Second most important item of
ampus Kuts .... business on the Ex. Committee
was a New York hit at the
Officers of the organization were
ftumor says that when Dr. Roy
Morosco Theatre, and is less than elected last week at the meeting
routine
Monday
was
the
student
McCall, our genial genius of
two years old on Broadway.
of the local branch. Col. B. C.
nteel gastronomy (One cent re- body card campaign for the spring
PAST-MOVING PLOT
Allin, Stockton port director and
rd Payable January 13, 2039, semester. Two methods of stimu
A bit cock-eyed all the way, composer of note, was elected
v'r the first ten unaided transla- lating PSA card sales—dramatic
/
George and Margaret" might be president; William Ramsey, Pa
skits
in
assembly
and
personal
Q
h ins) spoke at Bakersfield J. C.
described as the London stage's cific Conservatory student, was
before the holidays he used letters to prospective members—
answer to the" cel&brated Afhcri- elected secretary-treasurer, and
were
agreed
on
by
the
group.
hie "humor."
can family featured in "You Maurice Hill of Lodi, was elected
Betty
Rae
Stone
will
be
in
fa* was last observed furtively
Can't Take It JYith You." It temporary vice-president. Harvey
rting his "former colleague, Pro- I charge of the dramatic fireworks,
Xting
revolves around a crazy but com was appointed chairman of pub
while
a
committee
consisting
of
s
» °r Wright, asking, "Have the
fortable family of five. Mother licity and programs.
Les
Dowe,
Ken
Klaas
and
Bob
megades got my jokes, yet?"
Alice is a congenital fussbudget,
The program committee was se
Hie reply: "Not yet, but they're Kientz will handle the writing, ad
Father Malcolm's absent-minded lected this week and will be com
dressing
and
mailing
of
letters.
Ing hard."
ness verges on the sublime, posed of Clayton Long, Sylvia PatThe committee also reaffirmed
Ve learned only recently that
Daughter Frankie suffers from tison, Pacific students; Colonel
Jacoby's pet hate coincides financial support to the extent of
vestal restlessness, piano-playing Allin, and Galen "Stub" Harvey.
:h ours. Incidentally, it was seventy-five dollars of Dean Cor
Brother
Dudley
spouts
Noel
her "the" Nation or the New Re- I son's annual vocational guidance
C o w a r d a n d b a d g e r s s t u f f y EXPOSITION CONCERT
blic that beat us both to the program, which will be held durThrough the efforts of the so
Brother Claude, who builds houses
nch by editorially condemning | ing the spring semester,
ciety's state president, Mrs. Flor
and does setting-up exercises.
e use of "contact" as a verb,
Clouds gather over the break ence Colby Battram of Oakland,
KING'S OIL VALVE
vitriolic individual sug0
fast table when Gladys, the maid, the statewide group is being given
sted that anyone guilty of that
A note of humor was injected
is found crying near the sausages an opportunity to be heard at the
trocity ought to have contact int0 the meeting when the group DINNER PLANNED
and Frankie reports she saw World's Fair in San Francisco,
tablished between his face and voted to finance repairs (maxi
The next meeting of the In Claude acting suspiciously. Two during August of this year. Mem
e other fellow's fist. How would mum of five dollars) on Clyde ternational Affairs Club will prob acts and a fortnight later, just bers of all branches are offered
at strike you?
King's barber chair in the PSA ably take place February 14. in time for the arrival of much- the opportunity to submit their
tonsorial parlor. The old trusty Sometime that week the club will discussed and dreaded guests, the best works, preferably scores for
musical ensembles, to be presented
was suffering from a leaky oil sponsor a Chinese dinner down domestic weather settles fair.
dded Simile
in a concert on the fair grounds.
br. Eiselen outdid himself with valve. (Maybe Clyde used the town, to be followed by either M. G. IN G. AND M.
The society is also planning to
is choice bit. "He was as tight wrong kind this time!)
Director DeMarcus Brown adds
a movie party, or by a speaker.
Jin the Scotchman who used
-o
to the general chaotic character present a program before the Oak
'
fjjiirbed wire for a radio aerial so
of the play by announcing Miss land Forum, the San Francisco
...at the birds wouldn't wear it
Margaret George as a feature Music Teachers' Association and
T.
. Jt Ssitting
on it.'
player in "George and Margaret." the Stockton Musical Club, all
manner.
it
'here may be some literallyOn top of that a careful study branches participating.
i Father
An. effort is being made by the
ded "hams" roaming our acaof the cast of characters indi
dcd
roM " T
cates that there is nobody in the Board of Directors to establish a
e 1' '
inic halls who would question
e poor Scotchman's reception,
show named eighted George or chapter of the society in San
Francisco, under the leadership of
iy such not intending to take
There are fifteen students who
Those students wishing to
Margaret.
-.her history or political science exp6ct to COmplete Senior College
Lucien Scott, Pacific actor back Grace Boles Hedge, prominent
have their necessary papers
rses are free to speak to Dr. degree requirements January 27.
for advanced work after varied composer and club leader of San
prepared in advance and
lcolm R. Eiselen personally, sir. The Pacific mid-year graduates
experiences including two years Francisco.
avoid the long waiting in line
on the New York stage with the MUSIC WEEK CONTEST
may do so by calling at the
follow:
ristmas
Philip Alosl, Aileen Buoy, Roy
New York Theatre Guild, plays
Comptroller's Office as soon
A contest for society members
no Domini 1938, is but a mem- A. Cencirulo, Alvin J. Codiga, Mil
opposite Miss George as Mr. is being planned and will probably
as possible and making ad
one for which we may be- ton H. Kwate, E. Mary Lomprey,
Garth-Bander. Gail Scheere and be held in the Women's City
vance arrangements for their
e more thankful than we now ^ Marjorie Nichols, Richard L.
Max Gobel handle the juvenile
next semester's bill.
Club in Oakland during music
Patriquin, Martin E. Shearer,
leads; Richard Briggs and Bobbin week this year. Members in the
Registration in the College
Dr. Eiselen's Christmas neckties Barbara Lee Squires, Mary B.
Gay Peck have good comedy new San Joaquin branch are in
of the Pacific is to take place
-Ve been carefully packed away I Tayior, Marjorie L. Vachon, Vada
spots, and Elton Cencirulo and vited to participate in this contest
Tuesday, January 31, from
C U
t distribution to 'friends" next | R -yivrar{jj Glenn Park Wilson, and
June Sprague complete the cast.
8:00 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.,
and to submit compositions, by
tcember. The gaily decorated Primo Yob,
with classes beginning Wed
performance only, at the prelim
(ristmas tree has been dis- I
The ayJove mentioned students
nesday, February 1, at 8:00
inaries which will be announced
jintled, chopped to pieces, and wjil recejve their degrees at the
A. M.
soon. Copies of the manuscripts
rhaps burned.
| June commencement,
are to be submitted at the time
Ihank-you's have been written—
of their performance, to be used
are long" overdue. The tasty
by the judges in choosing the best
Departing
from
usual
themes.
BLst turkey, chicken, or duck— I
College Chapel last Tuesday was numbers on the contest concert.
I the steaming pot of beans for
dedicated to the recent gathering Details of the contest will be
b less fortunate—is but a vague
,rfli
at Asilomar. Echoes of the con discussed at the next regular
ory, already dimmed by the |
ference were presented by Grant meeting of the local branch, on
Election of more recent feasts.
Colliver, Bob Bovey, and Mary January 19.
There will be a program by the
Galton.
ymonette
in the
Two hymns, "The Asilomar Society in Oakland March 17, at
. f t Friday morning
Hymn" and "A Mighty Fortress which time only the very latest
An'.miliar Christmas spirit. Taken
Student Affairs Committee Plans Novel Attack
n't™
Ts Our God" were sung by Har compositions will be heard.' Num
>m
"The
Seven
Poor
Travelers"
*1 _
mon Ginn. Irvin Grubbs led the bers by the late and eminent
Charles DickenS, it reads:
On Classroom Cheating; Faculty Aid
iti*" ,fi'I##|
audience in the singing of a third composer-member, Dr. Derrick N.
,hi-istmas comes but once a year,
Lehmer of the University of Cali
lien it begins to stay with us
Continuation of an honor system^men and women are maintained hymn, "Abide With Me."
fornia, will be given in memoriam
1,6's whole year round we sha11 | was""discussed at the meeting of ' in% order to study problems sep
on this program.
xrA
Ike this earth a very different the Student Affairs Committee arately.
WORKS ON FILE
Tee.
Mass meetings of men on the
held Wednesday, January 11, in
Nl
.
campus are to be called by Erwin
All
members of
the local
the S. C. A. rooms.
Farley and Bill Biddick to study
branch
who
have
had
works
pub
Galen
"Stub"
Harvey,
Dick
„|l
Thursday in the Assembly the lished are asked to send copies
M
•
j Patriquin, and Rae Hungerford college traditions and the problems
k J 'Maranjado pictures will be taken were appointed to make up slo- peculiar to a joint organization Science Department presented its of their published works to Mrs.
all-color Death Valley movies. Be Lola Gwin Smale, librarian, 1176
Monday, Tuesday, and gans on honor which will be of a junior and senior college.
Results of action taken by the cause of the many announcements Sunnyhills Road, Oakland, for the
ednesday for seniors, juniqrs, printed on blotters to be put in
. • "
society file, and also, a brief
rorltes, fraternties, and Junior the blue book during the week of committee against smoking on the the film in its entirety was not
campus and traffic regulations shown. Those who would like to resume of their training and
liege graduates. Pictures will final examination.
career to-date.
, taken in the South room of the
Trevor Griffiths reported on t e have been favorable. To cooper see the complete films are invited
The next meeting of the new
Rooms. The cost of $1.00 will honor system of various Eastern ate in the drive against cheating to attend the showings at 3:20,
branch here will be held Thursday
in
the
class
room
a
student-fac
4:30,
and
8
p.
m.
in
Room
111,
of
charged. Make appointments colleges which he visited during
evening, January 19, at 8 o'clock
signing the sheet on the hul- Christmas
vacation.
In most ulty committee will be appointed, Weber, today. These unreelings
at the home of Col. and Mrs, B. C.
are
open
to
all
students,
their
announced
Biddick,
chairman
of
}n board in Ad Building by Eastern schools Student Senates
Allin, 120 East Magnolia.
parents
and
friends
at
no
charge.
the
Student
Affairs
group.
^ ,)nday
I and independent organizations for
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Year's Music Treat

Conservatory Concert,
Ballet Tomorrow

BALLET PERFORMS

Ex-Committee Makes Final Decision
As Church Groups Okay Lent Date

^n*or

• jlking About

Concert—The

College of the Pacific, Stockton, California, Friday, January 13, 1939

THE
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Attend Tomorrow's

laranjado Pictures

BLOTS ON OUR HONOR?
NO, HON, HONOR'S ON
OUR BLOTTER FOR FINALS

Death Valley Film
Reshown Today

C . O. P. MEN
TO MEET
MONDAY
For the purpose of reenforcing some of the old C.
O. P. traditions and spirit,
a special meeting of all Sen
ior College men will be held
in Anderson Hall Monday
evening at 7 o'clock.
All male members of the
Junior and Senior classes
are urged to attend this gettogether to discuss means
and ways of making the tra
ditions of yesterday mean
something to the present crop
of undergraduates.
Impor
tant ideas for the strength
ening of the PSA as an or
ganization with real spirit
infusing it are expected to be
threshed out at the meeting.
Jim Corson and Erwin Far
ley will be two of the speak
ers who will give brief opin
ions, help to lead the discus
sion.
Don't miss
this, upperclassmen!

In one of the season's outstanding musical events in
Stockton and vicinity, the San Francisco Opera Ballet
will appear as the stellar attraction of the second an
nual orchestra concert of the College of the Pacific Con
servatory to be presented in the College Auditorium to-

PASSED ON

ENTIRE COMPANY
Rcognized by critics as one of
the foremost terpsichorean en
sembles in the United States, the
San Francisco Opera Ballet com
pany will come to Stockton in its
entirety to stage four ballets, prin
cipal of which is "Romeo and
Juliet," an adaption of Shakespear's famed play, with music by
Tschaikowsky and choreography
by William Christensen„ Christensen, in addition to arranging and
directing the ballets, also dances
and will j>Iay the role of Romeo.
Other numbers on the ballet
program will be the "Ballet Im
promptu," with, musio by Johann.
Sebastian Bach; "In Vienna," set
to the musio of Johann Strauss;
a divertissement ballet, "Sketches,"
JIM KRIE8, Pacific's star the score for which was taken
swimmer, who met sudden death from works by Gounod and
last Tuesday, as he appeared last Schubert.
summer.
LARGE ORCHESTRA

Frosh Debate
Teams Meet
Sac* J* 0«
Two freshman teams from the
Stockton Junior College will rep
resent the Pacific Student Asso
ciation in debates against Sacra
mento Junior College this after
noon at 3:00.
The women's team of Lois Arch
ibald and Dorothy Guerin will be
one of the two teams representing
the local institution. This will
be the first intercollegiate en
counter for both the young ladies.
The more experienced frosh
men's team of Claude Hogan and
Allen Breed will meet the other
Sacramento J. C. entry. Breed and
Hogan were veteranized at the
recent
Bakersfield Invitational
Tournament. They recently met
the American Banker's Institute
of San Francisco in a dual debate
on the Pacific campus.
3:00 STARTING
Both of the debates will start
at 3:00, being run off simultan
eously in
the
Administration
Building on the Pacific campus.
It is possible that another round
will follow the first, this being
contingent upon the wishes of the
Sacramento debators and
their
coach, Professor R. W. Everett.
FUTURE#DEBATES
Among the debates lined up for
the varsity debaters in future
months, Dr. Roy C. McCall an
nounces that the University of
New Mexico will come to the Pa
cific campus sometime in April.
The University of Washington's
women's team will arrive the sec
ond week in March. It is probable
that the Washington delegation
will participate in a discussion
over the Pacific Symposium hour
which comes over KGDM every
Thursday at 1:45.

THE EARLY BIRD HOOKS
THE "A"—OR HOW
TO PREPARE FOR FINALS
All It Takes Is An Alarm Clock And
An Iron Constitution—(Oh Yeah!)

Under tho direction of Horace
I. Brown, member of the Conser
vatory faculty, the fifty-piece Sen
ior College orchestra will open the
concert with three selections: Mas
senet's Overture, "Phedre"; "Zorahayda," (legend of the Alhambra) by Swendson; and the preL
ude to act III of "Lohengrin" by
Wagner.
After the intermission the or
chestra will move into the pit to
accompany the guest artists of
the evening in the second half
of the performance.
FEW SEATS LEFT
The Conservatory box office re
ports that a limited number of
reserved seats are still available
at the price of seventy-five cents.
Tickets may be obtained today or
tomorrow from 9:00 a. m. to 5:00
p. m.
States John G. Elliot, dean of
the Conservatory and general
manager of the .concert: "It is our
purpose to bring the best in the
musical world to College of the
Pacific and Stockton music-lovers.
We feel confident that those who
delighted to the performance of
Percy Grainger at the first con
cert last winter will enthusiastic
ally acclaim the Ballet which all
opera-goers enjoy so much during
the regular season in the War
Memorial Opera House."
A capacity crowd is expected to
be present when the curtain rises
at 8:15 p. m.
o———

J- C- Students
Signing Early
According to reports received
from Registrar L. E. Windmiller's
office, Junior College students
have responded very well to the
call to register early. Over 700
students have begun their regis
tration, and many have already
finished it.
Junior College students who
complete registration by paying
fees and filing their books at the
Registrar's Office on Fridays dur
ing January will not have to be
present on the campus on Mon
day and Tuesday, January 30 and
31. This, it was pointed out by
the office, is one of the advan
tages in completing registration
on one of these early dates.
The second advantage is that
those who register early will as
sure themselves of a place in lim
ited enrollment classes. Some of
these classes are nearing maxi
mum capacity already.
Students who have not yet made
appointments with their counsel
ors through the Deans' Offices
should do so without delay.
Registration may be completed
on January 13 and 20.

BY BUFORD BUSH
• jangle—It's stark black and men
Confidentially — every student, tally we're the same. (If in doubt
during the four years of his in as to the hour being one, two or
carceration, should make an ef six, suggest checking at least
fort to learn something practical— five other clocks before rising)
There's nothing like being men
that is, really practical.
For instance, we're learning the tally alert even in the darkest of
art of arising at 6 a. m., of a conditions. We pause at this point
Stockton morning, in preparation to wonder—"WHY?"
for the coming ordeal.
HERE'S NOT HOW
Now about getting up—you can
HERE'S HOW
We facilitate matters by wind do it the hard way and rashly
ing the alarm clock the night bound out of bed full of vim and
before—it being too, too incon vigor and little sense—this rapidly
venient to wind in the morning develops chillblains ... of it can
before using. Sometimes at this be done the simple way, which
point we lose our nerve—and by evolves around a lively discussion
simply not letting our right hand on "Is life worth it after all.
know what our left is doing—fail This is greatly enlivened by
to turn on the alarm. Thereby cautious peek at the moon and
solving the entire problem to our stars.
complete satisfaction.
Oh well, why should we go on
Then we go to bed—and the —necessity is a great mediator
preliminaries are over.
and there is still all that cram
The main event opens faithfully ming to be done ... Oh yes
at six a. m., with a nerve-reducing there are only 10 more cramming

b!
'

•morrow evening.
Starting with the highly success
ful Percy Grainger concert, the
Conservatory last year inaugurat
ed the series of annual orchestra
concerts with a familiar soloist
or ensemble group as the headline
feature.

'•

ttfiiiiaiiMfiii
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Druggist Talks To
Economics Class
Waldemar Gnerich, executive
secretary of the Northern Cali
fornia Retail Druggist Association,
Ltd., of San Francisco, spoke be
fore a consumers' economics class,
last Tuesday morning. His talk
touched on phases of the Fair
Trade Act and the Consumers'
Research.
After his talk, Mr. Gnerich held
an open forum and answered
many questions and problems
asked and suggested by the olasj
member*.

Weekly Feature

® Editorial Page

PACIFIC WEEKLY, FRIDAY, JANUARY 13, 1939

HEY, YOU!

Yes you—any member of the undergraduate body
of either the College of the Pacific or Stockton Junior
College: Do you want to miss any more home basket
ball games like Tuesday's St. Marys game? Do you
want to miss out on the Mardi Gras? Do you want to
be denied a vote in the PSA election in April? Doesn t
it make any difference to you whether you get the
Naranjado for $1.50 or $2.50? And how about that
conference track meet coming up in May if you
don't care about those other things, surely you can t
care about that?
Oh, but you do. You really want to get out and
root yourself hoarse for those Bengals and Cubs
when they take the court; you are anxious to attend
Pacific's greatest social event of the year; a vote in
the student body election does mean something to
you; you want a Naranjado for $1.50; you do like
championship track meets; AND YOU DO LIKE
TO PARTICIPATE IN EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES? Do those things really mean some
thing to you? THEN THERE'S ONLY ONE AN
SWER: GET YOUR PSA CARD WHEN YOU
REGISTER. (Or if you have registered without one,
better go back and get it.)
A student body card is the open sesame to all
the above highlights of the spring semester; without
one, your hands are tied. You are unable to partici
pate in the activities and enjoy the traditions of the
Tivest little school in the West." In short, brother,
YOU are Joe Gander on the other side of the fence.
(Or Josephine Goose, if of the feminine persuasion.)
A lot has been said against the Joe College type, but
which would you rather be—Joe C. or Joe G. ?
To get personal, we hope that you've liked this
WEEKLY during the semester now ending and
want to continue reading it next semester. Orders
from headquarters are going to force us to see that
only student body members get the paper next semes
ter, which unfortunately means—.
THERE IS NO WISER INVESTMENT
THAN THE TEN DOLLARS YOU PUSH
ACROSS THE BOARD FOR A PSA CARD.
DON'T FAIL TO ASK FOR ONE WHEN YOU
REGISTER. JOIN THE PSA AND GO FOR
WARD WITH "THE LIVEST STUDENT BODY
IN THE WEST."

YE ANNUAL BAND FROLIC
has gone the way of all good Band Frolics—over
but not forgotten. The melody lingers on; and so
does the "smelody." Not that this year's Frolic was
odiferous or worse than those of years gon by. On
the contrary, last Friday's show was perhaps the best
in recent seasons. "Pop" Gordon's tootlers were never
in better fettle, their rendition of "Rhapsody in Blue"
being one of the outstanding musical thrills of the
year. The skits also were of a high quality, from the
standpoint of skill and humor, but—
We understand that a ten-minute time limit was
supposed to be placed on every act. Unless our Ingersoll Yankee was skipping a couple of beats every now
and then, no less than five of the acts ran more than
ten minutes and one went to twenty-five minutes.
There wasn't much excuse for this state of affairs.
Most of the acts would have improved with a little
trimming, and then allowed the customers to depart
Friday evening, not Saturday morning. The skits
began at 9:45 p. m., and the judges' decision was not
delivered until 12.05 a. m., which means that the pro
gram, including the concert, lasted a total of almost
four hours—a new record for patient sitting on the
part of a Pacific audience.
Another detracting feature of the evening was
the slowness with which the scenes were' changed.
Waiting ten minutes in between each skit is not con
ducive to a favorable reaction from any group, even
one which includes a great number of school-kids
who are well-versed in the art of transforming pro
grams into airplanes and sailing them all over the
auditorium. Some system of shifting scenes and
props in a hurry would have cut down the running
time of the show at least twenty minutes.
With the hope that they might help in speeding
up future Band Frolics, we offer the following sug
gestions:. (1) Strict enforcement of the ten-minute
time limit; no act to be allowed unless shorter than
the prescribed limit; (2) compulsory rehearsal of
all skits to assure their being under the time limit;
(3) hiring of a larger, more competent staff of back
stage workers to fecilitate changing of scenes, cut
ting time between acts to a minimum; (4) adoption
of some sort of system of audience participation in
selecting the winning acts, that is, some type of ap
plause meter or gauge of audience reaction.
All in all, it was a great show and another tre
mendous success for the band and "Pop" Gordon.
All it lacked was a little streamlining, which, if ap
plied to future Frolics, will place the annual band
jubilee tops" in student estimation.

BENGAL SONS ARE
currently prowling the basketball courts of North
ern California in quest of a few conquests. Last
week s win over San Jose State was the first triumph
in seventeen starts in the Northern California loop
for the Tigers, indicates that this year's crop of casaba cuddlers may be the best since the champion
ship squad of 1936. Perhaps subsequent games mav
t h e F^ncismen on the short end of the score,
occasionally, but the fact remains that the current
varsity has great possibilities, and it's a typical Tiger
team all the way—from the standpoint of spirit.
et s get in there and back the scanty-panties

-

By BASTIAN

THE RUDE AWAKENING
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COLLEGIANA

Or am I barking up the wrong
tree again?

VIA GROSSE

Much as he hates to admit It,
the manager of the record depart
ment at Cal. says most students
misunderstand swing. Half the
records requested on the swing
programs are fore Horace Heidt
or Kay Kyser. People, he laments,
can't seem to distinguish between
the hot stuff and the better, less
elaborate, more sincere music. For
example, Shaw and his "Begin the
Beguine" is a big seller, but his
works of several years ago such
as "Blues A" and "Blues B"
gather dust. It's the same way
with Goodman and his records.
On the side, this record depart
ment at Cal. is similar to our own
over in Anderson Hall except that
it presents works of the modern
composers in the popular field
as well as symphonic works.
Many years ago people used to
believe the more they ate the
longer they'd live. Then came
science with its vitamins and its
calories to upset the whole order
of things. A lot of people became
second cousins to rabbits in the
amount of lettuce and greens they
consumed. The eighteen day diet
came and went. We still have
various ideas on diet, some good
and some not so good. Now comes
the news that maybe improper
diet causes gray hair. This fact
has been proven by experiments
on rodents. The elusive agent in
food which may stave off your
becoming gray is named by these
scientists from Cal. "the Filtrate
Factor." It is found in dry yeast,
rice, bran, liver, molasses, and
alfalfa. Maybe some smart man
can make his pile by devising a
patent medicine or a pill that
contains some of those ingredients.

Probably most of you already
know the finals roll around in
another week, so I don't have to
warn you to what's going to hap
pen. The poor teachers, however,
really ought to have some warn
ing of what is in store for them
between now and then. I base
these predictions on an article ap
pearing in the Piedmont High
lander, which ought to know what
it's talking about. I predict, dear
teacher, that apples will soon ap
pear in great profusion upon your
desk. Look out for people who
hand you an apple just after roll
has been taken. Skullduggery is
afoot when a student appears
early to inquire about your health,
etc., as well as to give you an
apple. They are all, people, applepolishers of the lowest order! You
have been warned; the rest is in
your hands.
HAVE WE A REPUTATION
for cracking down on your pet
beliefs? Here we go again crack
ing down on the one about the
first college in America. Eightyfive years before Harvard was es
tablished the University of Mex
ico was founded by Spanish ex
plorers. The doors were opened
in 1553, and the students were
scholars and writers from Europe.
The books were printed one page
at a time off the most modern
block printing press at that time
in the New World. We think
books are expensive now, but
learning would be prohibitive if
old methods were used in print
ing of books. There's one> of the
values of mass production.
The Creighton University R. O.
T. C. has issued orders that all
members must appear with inchand-a-half haircuts.

IN MEMORIAM
The students of the College of the Pacific wish
to extend their deepest sympathy to Mrs. Katie
Kries, mother of Jimmie Kries.
Jimmy will always be remembered as a first
lank athlete. He excelled in swimming, being
one of the best ever to participate in inter-col
legiate acquatics for our school, and holding
many local pool records. He was also active in
local boxing circles.
Jimmy Kries, greatly admired and loved by
all who knew him, leaves in tjie minds of his
friends his contagious laugh and the knowledge
that he lived his life to the fullest-—happy in his
work and play, kind to his friends, dearly be
loved by his family—a well-integrated individ
ual. Jimmy Kries filled well his niche in this
world.

the way we rooted for the gridders during the fall.
Win, lose, or draw (until the overtime period) the
Bengaloopers are Pacific's official representatives
on the hardwoods and, as such, deserve the full sup
port of members of the PSA. You may not be able to
see all the games, but don't miss a home skirmish this
winter. Come on out and help blast the gym walls
down with cheers! (That might be one way of get
ting a new gym, too!)

-

—

To all Loyal and Proud Pacific
Rooters:
Is it just us, or is there some
thing really wrong with our root
ing section? Is it all of us, or
is it just a few misinformed ones
from petty high school rooting
sections—like Doug Cossitt (at the
St. Mary's game) who showed
real sportsmanship by whistling
and booing every time that a St.
Mary's man attempted to steady
himself for a free shot.
If the yell leaders can't control
their rooting section, then we, the
students, ought to take steps to
protect our honor as a sporting
group by ejecting those who have
been brought up otherwise. If we,
in this way, could convert those
few, we have done our bit as a
collegiate group. More and better
sportsmanship at the games is
our goal!
One who doesn't give a damn
for those who do not know better.
•
o
-

MY OWN
By BONNIE SMITH
You

groan, in agony that
makes me wince.
Your shaking, stuttering
voice calls out in pain.
It chills my very soul with
icy hands,
To hear that rattling cough
again—-again.

Your moans have quieted and
now you rest.
I, too, content that pain has
ceased,
Return to sleep. Alas, alas,
my own,
I almost pray that you were
long deceased.
Life's burden is so hard for
me to take
Upon my shoulders every
weary day
Why must you groan so loud
when you awake?
Sweetheart, 'twere best if
you would pass away.
I cannot stand your moans
and laments loud,
You haunt me every morn
ing, cruel cheater,
I'd sooner stay in bed and
freeze to death
And part with you for good
my own , . steam heater.

DR. EISELEN'S
GAG O'
THE WEEK
Ideal name for a hamburger
stand, reported in a current perio
dical: 'The Last Ground Up."
M. R. E.
Co-eds are outnumbered by men
»i the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology freshman class by a
ratio of 164 to 1.

WHEN YOU

PACIFIC STUB-BLE:
Pacific's
Radio
Studio
has
placed its fifth announcer in stu
dio work with the announcement
that Howard Thurston starts his
career as an announcer for KWG
next month. Congratulations bo
Howard!
Others former Pacificites who
have made good on the radio are
Howard Bailey on KFBK in Sac
ramento. Franklin Wilbur on KMJ
in Fresno, Josephine Van Fleet
and Nelda Ormiston on Stockton's
KWG.
Miss Florence Newberry, Paci
fic's tiny songstress, is going over
in a big way on KGDM, Thursday
nights, in the "Footlight Fancies'
program. Recently a request came
from Berkeley to have Florence
sing with the KGDM Moller
organ. Did you hear her last
week ?
Dorothy 'Peter" Brown, Pacific
'28, now with NBC in Hollywood
is a regular reader of Pacific
Weekly-and The Cat's Whiskers.
To "Peter": "The Cat's Whisker'
will print more about NBC in the
future."
LEW LEHR AND DRIBBLEPUSS
"There comes a time in every
one's life when he secretly envies
the dumb but happy guy," says
Lew, who face and Dutch dialect
have caused risorial reactions
among radio and newsreel fans
throughout the country. As "Dribblepuss," the man who thinks
"monkey's is the craziest people,'
Lehr provides Ben Bernie and
listeners with a lot of food for
thought, during their Sunday
broadcasts over the Columbia net
work (KNX-CBS, 8:00 to 8:30
P. M., PST) "Dribbepuss" is a
character who is melancholy-proof
and immune to insults," Lehr
adds.
Lehr first came across the pro
totype of "Dribblepuss" in the
story
of
the
"Good
Soldier
Schwiek." A World War private,
Schwiek involved himself in more
discomforting situations than any
one else in the regiment. Any of
them would have been enough for
a court martial or a death penalty,
but his simple nature and imbed
lio acceptance of the most cut
ting remarks as veiled compli
ments disarmed everyone from
KP's to colonels.
"He may have the shape of
an overstuffed cow, and a face
that looks like he shaved with
a plough, but bankers, they envy
his unfurrowed brow," say Lehr,
"And so do I."
INTRODUCING LA LANGPORD

CUTTINGS
By Sapiro

By the time this comes out,
Krupa will have come and gone.
Meanwhile, we're all agog. That
man really makes every other
drummer droll at the mouth with
envy.
SOMETHING TO CONSIDER
With the Mardi Gras coming up
apace, it's high time we get on
the beat and lobby for a solid
band to play it. These commercial
outfits just can't cut the buck in
the Civic Auditorium, because it
takes a lot of power to combat
the foul acoustics. So, gang, let's
talk up some fine combo like
Vido Musso, Ben Pollack, or
Kenny Baker for the jo-b. These
bands aren't in the "Big Name'"
classification, but their jive is
of the best, and they're a lot
cheaper.
QUESTION OF THE DAY
The biggest topic of conversa
tion in swingdom today is the
question of whether Artie Shaw
will supplant Benny Goodman in
the public favor. Here's the way
we have it figured out: . . ..
As a clarinetist, Shaw is far
from the master of his instru
ment. Many of you will differ on
this point, but the fact remains
that he "butchers" plenty of his
solos—especially over the air. His
work on recordings is admittedly
marvelous, but, don't forget, there
are plenty of copies made before
the master is taken.
On the other hand, Goodman is
one of the finest performers on
the clarinet today, and this applies
to both classics and swing. He
knows his instrument thoroughly,
and his tone is excellent.
ONE FOR ARTIE
In the matter of interpretation,
Shaw has it all over Goodman. He
frequently thrills his listeners with
his out-of-the-world takeoffs, and
he tries for high notes on the
instrument that positively sends
cold shivers up and down your
spine. He is undoubtedly the most
spontaneous and gifted soloist—
whether he "hutches" or not.
Goodman, when he started up
on his way to fame, was also a
thrilling soloist. Somewhere along
the way, he has lost his ceaseless
flow of melodic ideas, and his
riffs become more sterotyped
every day. His solos are now
just perfectly-toned and perfectlyexecuted blah!

Read—
By GLADYS HUGHEs
1938'S BEST
There comes a time in ev^ f*1'
dIH
reader's life when he asks
jlt>
6
t*
fact
self if he has really gotten a,
It.
phi
where i„ a given length of tK "X
For
o-vaoi- question
...
For mosimost this great
mfvJ''e
usually appears on the hmX
mof*
sometimes around the first of {P*
\
year. We stop a while in
»f>'
parf»rft
wild quest for knowledge by w 16
nt
of the printed page and tJ>* oi>
remember the highlights of f> ,,ve u"
reading for the past year. Havl ^
-•
nothing better to fill this colU]" . T0fj
O'c ><
with this week (what with f|n . T*
on the horizon, term papers, a
all) we give the results of I « ' r „ r1'
self-questioning to you, long p, ;tle ni°
for"
li0|jficite3
th«
r
We find that we have read qu Fro"
,.
a few books in the past year, l friday
,
most of them do not seem to hi or<'hidf
made much of an Impressionf ^ I'ef*V son,
AH*1"
our sadly overworked brain. H *
ever, there are a few titles wc
1^5remembering with a warm gi
OVF-B
and these we present to you
well worth reading—if you hi''''
Iltt
not already done so.
W" ... in t!
In the dramatic hits try 1
i
'
c3
Kaufman and Hart opus, "y• . '..tc,n
maay
,ted T
Can't Take It With You,"
.'g "The rtt~
Clare Boothe's
Women." Ii pe
tt
u'"
comedy the
sheer ••
the form..
former
; 'J*))
he real thl
cannot be beat, and for lov '
malicious dialogue and beautl ' , ,,arnini
satire you must search a It
throiij
time before you find anything 11 i<,!
D
paint
good as "The Women."
beads ui
WHODUNITS
I tM,r
In the murder mystery line 1 D'"- s
had to debate a long time—thssrd «'h0 Kel)t ,, f,
were so many good ones wh ' instea of
stuck in our memory. Finallylji Jac' |lS v'^ ,
decided the two best we had »nose . • 1'
this year were Stuart Palme -amr«s la;"' v" '
"Omit Flowers" and "Murderli! initiation, >"
,
the Surgery" by Dr. James L Hept,urn
"
wards. The first we chose becttg in Tahoe's en
of its fine humorous touches, I; Du Bru' »' ''
second because of the nicely bgn back to say
up atmosphere and gruesoh . , .
chilling plot
L jotte smith pr . '
BEST BIOGRAPHY
L.tand , . 11 and
Biography was not so very 1. mr
.
thl
to choose, for two books ati. Uvern,_ m,,„
high above the rest in our estf.. ? me
. tion. The first was Emil Ludw ...Qa) lPS , , t h e
"Cleopatra: The Story of!' .
es
C
Queen," which we chose forF.
Richai
fine insight into the life of J
Jayseea
great queen and its romai
I iD ready, the
treatment of the facts knt
The>
ney
about that lady. The other bj-fs - - • i
we liked in this field was J'ial eund&e . .
American Doctor's Odyssey" I
* '
Victor Heiser. This is really F3 to the rr ->
autobiographical travelogue, t With gn0.t
we salute the doctor for hav"'«n, and g.
been able to do so much in ]! Pray for a I
..n H
lifetime. The way that man
pes, sno"
around was really amazing, j * •
TRAVEL THRILLERS
HD YOX:
For real travel thrills we recfe and {or., .
mend "Animal Treasure" by Ih of the
Sanderson and the popular Chat., j,
Caldwell Dobie book, "San
night
Cisco's Chinatown." The first Doug ,
troduced us to hordes of aninj tyj^. ^ J
!
we had never heard of before fat
was written (miracle of miraclij^,
"•'k
by a scientist with a very ma
sense of humor. The second fil
us with shame for the small|
tent of our knowledge about
Francisco's remarkable Chinatol
and left us with a series of gling pictures of that section ;
will not soon forget.
And there you have our favo
feature
selections for the past year,
would greatly appreciate it if
he
or two of you would let us ks
vi n.
what yours are. We promise
N|
print all selections received v
>
due credit to the selector. Ct " Tin,,,
on, what did you like last yc® ItEpi-,,
(»I I "
Ed. Note—Hedy LaMaf^J

BANDS SIMILAR
The two bands may be coinpared very similarly to their re
spective leaders. Goodman's band
is probably the greatest technical
organization in the game. He has
the pick of the best musicians,
but his greatest trouble comes
from his constantly changing men.
The men of Benny the Good have
perfected their style until it is
brilliant, blaring, soulless ensemble
playing. It can't be denied that
they play perfectly, but the music
lacks something undefinable.
Shaw's outfit is capitalizing on
a more relaxed style that is
rapidly gaining him popularity.
His arrangements and original
tunes are interesting, and the
band phrases in fine style. There
is no question that it will go a
long way.
THE INSIDE DOPE
It all boils down to the fact
that Shaw is a much nicer fellow
than Goodman, and his men stick
with him. It takes unity to make
a big band go to the top, and
the Shaw combo has it, while
Oberlin College has rescindGoodman is always fighting with rule that all town bills must
his men and letting them go.
paid before a student is gradu
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Florida. She Is just 24 and is one
of the youngest persons who ever
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE $L50 A YEAR
made "Who's Who." Hear her on
1938
Member
»»
the "Star Theatre" program.
' 4 pU'Vs, J*'
Whose pictures do you want?
Pbsockied CbBefiicfe Prew
"The Cat's Whisker" will run any
one you want. Let him know via
For Advertising Rates, Write or See Manager.
Pacific Weekly box, Ad Building.
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Editor
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Manager
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tty Lou Parker, Oliver Malcolmsen, Norman Lamb.
Meredith Willson of NBC has
written and composed fifty orig
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Dixon.
inal musical compositions for the
Reporters: Jane Jordan. Lois Wheeler. Frances Hull, Janet
Marguerite
Etzel. Barbara Caswell.
NBC "Good News of 1939" pro
gram, during the past year. If
SPORTS: Editor—Alex Donsker.
NBC wants to do young people
everywhere a favor (and possibly Jac^Priee6™1 Man"y Belltsky' Be° Savelll, Gertrude Friedrich.
themselves) they could give our
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FEATURES: Editor—Dot Stegall
vi|||A
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sons" around waiting for a chance.
Associate—Dave Matthews.
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'Dream Ball' BERTHELSDORF,
MELLIAND WED
Theme At IN NEW YORK
Epsilon
Originality will reign supreme
at Epsilon Lambda Sigma this
evening when they entertain their
guests at the annual House In
formal. The theme of the dance
will be a "Dream Ball." The house
will be decorated throughout to
bring out the idea of "his dream"
and "her dream." In charge of
the decorations are Mimi Gould,
Jane Jordan, Olive Kreuger, and
Margaret Trabert.
Herman Sapiro and his swingsters will furnish the music for
the evening of dancing. Marion
Bach was in charge of the or
chestra arrangements.
The patrons and patronesses of
Epsilon for the occasion include
Mr. and Mrs. Patten, Mr. and
Mrs. Garrigan, House Mother,
Mrs. Flack.
A portion of the guest list in
cludes Pat Seavers, Jerry Cincinato, Jane Jordan, Ed Denny,
Jean Moaall, Bob Torvend, Lora
Childs, Roy Phillips, Alice Tilton,
Orvell Fletcher, Jean Miller, Har
vey Mullens, Virginia Sack, For
rest Honnald, Virginia Chapman,
Jack Erz, Mary Barbara Baer,
Wes Huddleson, Adrian Squires,
Art 'Irish, Jean Caubu, Roy Harris,
Jack Hanner, Mimi Gould, Betty
Stone, Bob Coe, Margurite Etzel,
Charles Durham, Dorothy Sack,
Charles Adams, Barbara Squires,
A1 Codiga, Jean Ferguson, Dick
Bentley, Doris Rankin, Bill
Thomas, Jean Arnot, Dick Holman, Jean Morgan, and Jack
Price.

The stores are featuring every
thing from the most useful of cos
metics to all types of jewelry for
gifts.
If you give perfume it is cer
tain to be most acceptable. There
is a large variety in perfumes to
cchoose from this year. Some
stores are featuring perfume and
powder sets, three bottles of vari
ous scents in the same box, per
fume and atomizer sets. You can
get almost any scent you want.
The most popular are magnolia,
gardenia and violet.
In the cosmetic line useful gifts
being shown are cosmetic kits for
traveling and manicure sets. There
are special kits which are featured
especially for coeds and business
girls. Bath salts, dusting powder,
and bath oils make nice gifts.
Evening bags make lovely gifts.
There are bags fashioned with
tiny seed pearls, gold metallic ma
terial, sequins, and rhinestones.
Any of these are most attractive.
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tion for the nut-hatch: Suzie's
Sillyilloquies. Is there a second?
. . . (there's an opening) . . .
Mardi Gras dating seems to go
on apace. Maybe the "Do your
Christmas shopping early" slogan
had some effect . . .
*

*

*

"QUITABLE QUOTE"
(with apologies to the sidelines)
Thirty days has September, April,
June, and November;
All the rest have thirty-one—
the hogs!

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
"DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

As a climax to a six months
romance, cam© the wedding- of
Miss Lydia
von
Berthelsdorf,
former Stockton girl, and Mr.
Marcel Melliand, Heidelberg pub
lisher, in New York, January 3.
Miss von Berthelsdorf, a well
known figure in Stockton music
circles, sailed abroad in the month
of August in contemplation of a
year of musical study. It was on
board the S.S. Hamburg that she
made the acquaintance of Mr.
Melliand, a prominent Heidelberg
citizen, returning from a fort
night's "studentreise" in the East.
Upon arrival in Germany, the
former Stockton woman visited
Bail Griesbach, Black Forest,
where she spent a month with
Professor Haberer. During the
months of October and November,
Miss von Berthelsdorf studied
music under the guidance of Pro
fessor Schmidt-Lindner in Munich.
The von Berthelsdorf-Melliand
troth was officially announced on
October 21 at the Hotel Marquart
in Stuttgart. Following the en
gagement party, a celebration was
held later at the Bristol Hotel in
honor of the bride-to-be's birthday.
Present at the social event was
Mrs. Annely Uchida of Stockton
who accompanied Miss von Ber
thelsdorf on the ocean trip, in
anticipation of dance study at
Vienna.
Tha engaged couple returned to
New York for the wedding on
the same boat, the S. S. Hamburg,
on which their meeting had taken
place. Miss von Berthelsdorf's mu
sical talent was brought to view
during a ship's concert in which
she participated. Her selections
included 'Ballet" (FriedmanGiuck)
and
"Etude,
As-dur"
(Chopin). On the same program
appeared Gaspar Cassado, cellist
who presented a concert in Stock
ton last year, and the famous
Vienna Choir Boys.
The newlyweds plan to make
their home in Heidelberg and
contemplate a return to the
United States in June.
•

*

*

Mu Zeta Rho
Auxiliary To
Give Party
Mothers and patronesses of Mu
Zeta Rho sorority met Wednesday
afternoon at 2:30 in the rooms of
the house. Mrs. L. J. Vannuocini, president of the group pre
sided at the business session, and
Mrs. Everett Wolf was hostess at
the social hour following.
Tentative plans were laid dur
ing the business discussion for a
card party to be held at the Mu
Zeta house on January 27. Mrs.
Vannuccini announced that those
serving on committees would be
notified at a later date of their
appointments.
Besides mother and patronesses
present at the affair, Mrs. Lucy
Forkner, house mother, was also
in attendance.
*
m *

Big Sisters Needed
Girls are urged to sign up im
mediately on the bulletin board
in the main hall of the Adminis
tration Building to be Big Sisters
for incoming freshmen. The new
students need their support in
finding their way around tha cam
pus for the first few days of the
semester.
»

•

»

Davey O'Brien, Texas Christian
University ail-American grid play
er, received more than 2,000 letters
and cards from fans during the
1938 season.

PAT DUNLAP
Campus Representative

109 N. Sutter
Phone 652

CLOWES' DAIRY
Producers and Distribu
tors of the finest in
Dairy Products

Farm
West's Lane

COMMUTE CAKE,
PASTRY AND
DELICATESSEN
Open
Evenings and All Day
Sunday. Now Air Cooled with a
Desert Cooler.

Phone
1261
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CUB HOUSE
YOUR A. W. S. TEA ROOM
A GOOD PLACE TO

"EAT, DRINK AND BE MERRY"

Skating in Bell-Hop Mode

DRAMA CLASS
ENJOYS BUFFET
SUPPER
Miss Patty Pierce was hostess
to her Development of English
Drama class at a buffet dinner
served last Sunday evening.
Guests of the occasion were de
lightfully entertained by an amus
ing game involving character
analysis.
Those attending were Aline
Durst, Yolanda Campodonico, Bernadine Badger, Audrey Krasnow,
Louise West, Margaret Lefever,
June Lane, Virginia Weston, Bette
Flickinger,
Virginia
Chapman,
Marian Bach, Marguerite Etzel,
Jack Roscelli, Wade Beckwith,
Francis Hellman, and Milton
Kwate.
•

•

•

Archania's
Neophytes
Grow Up

A bell-hop jacket in solid navy Is smartly combined with a
gaily plaided skirt in red, green, navy, and white for this distinc
tive skating costume in fine wool flannel. Umbrella pleating adds
unusual style interest to the gracefully flared skirt and tiny silver
buttons marcb two-by-two down the front closing of the jacket.
The matching bonnet is high-style this season.

Schoolroom Is
Zetagathean
Theme

Alpha Kappa
Phi Holds
Informal

Apple polishers will be in their
glory this evening at the sport
dance given by the Zetagathean
Society, for in keeping with the
schoolroom theme a whole table
of bright red apples will he the
central decoration.
Program's for the interesting af
fair will be in the form of Col
lege of the Pacific "blue books."
Blue and white streamers over
head and blue and white balloons
will complete the color scheme.
Doris Bishofberger, president of
the society, has appointed Mae
Vignolo general chairman of the
dance tonight. Programs are being
designed by Norma Keeble and
Elva German. Bernice Campbell,
Marjorie McDonald, Claudina Hauser, and Mildred Field are in
charge of decorations for the
event.
P l a n n i n g refreshments are
Leona Esmond, Harriet Kaplan,
and Christina VandenAkkar. The
music committee consists of Lu
cille Anderson, Jane Haycock,
Frances Newcomb, and Irene Bertelson.
Patrons and Patroness who have
been invited to attend are Dr.
and Mrs. Roy McCall, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Gulick, Miss Lor
raine Knoles, and Mrs. Ralph
Brady.
Approximately thirty Zetagatheans and their escorts will
attend.

During the last week-end the
following group of pledges were
informally initiated: Ralph Gard
ner, Benny Savelli, Stan Vaughn,
A1 Hedges, Bob McCarthy, Jack
Blinn, Floyd Swagerty, Braden
Lutz, Bill Johnson, and Jerry
Bentley.
On Saturday they were em
ployed cleaning the house, and in
the evening they competed in vaj^
ious contests, the most interest
ing being a marshmallow race. Dr.
Heinie Dieckmann judged the af
fair.
On Sunday they continued clean
ing the house. In the evening
they competed in a test and after
being duly rewarded they walked
home from one of the lesser
known islands of the San Joaquin
basin.

. . .
Merchandising
Class Tours
J. C. Penneys

Mr. Robert Fenix and his Junior
College merchandising class en
joyed an inspection tour of the
local J. C. Penney's store Thurs
day afternoon.
Mr. A. E. Rembolt, general
manager of the store, conducted
the group throughout the store,
pointing
out
the
mechanical
means of merchandising. In addi
tion, Mr. Rembolt explained the
technical features, counter dis
plays, windows, and policies of
personnel in the store.
This trip wa3 the first in a
series of tours designed by Mr.
Fenix to present actual methods
and problems of merchandising.

...

S. F. Art Museum
Exhibit Here
"Master Drawings," the third
of a series of six San Francisco
Museum of Art traveling exhibits
is now being shown in the upper
corridor of Weber Hall under the
auspices of the Junior College
Art Department.
Reproductions of works by rec
ognized masters in the field of
drawing are presented with photo
graphs providing a comparison of
technics and tools in a display
which shows admirably the dif
ferences of opinion as expressed
by artists of the various schools;
pen and ink, sepia, water color,
charcoal ,and crayon are among
the mediums represented.

AT

First motion picture ever
taken of Belguim Congo
Jungle.

"Dark Rapture"
Actual! Authentic!
—and—
Andy Devine
Frank Jenks

SKI WEAR
SKI JACKETS

•90

SKI PANTS

All-wool 24-ounce ski pants.
Button side opening, adjustable waist, knit cuggs, zipper
bottom. Sizes 12-20

Women's all-wool ski suits.
Double-breasted, belted. Nevawet processed. Colorful and
stylish. Sizes 12-20

SERVING BREAKFAST,
LUNCH and
DINNER

2043 Pacific Avenue
For

(Since 1896)

•

J. GLICK & SON
Jeweler* Since 1876
326 E. Main Street

SHEPHERD & GREEN

Visor garbardine ski caps protect your eyes from
snow glare; in bright combination

8

.90

69

Mens "Neva-wet" Ski Jackets
The latest style water-repellent jacket. Reinforced *.98
shoulders, slide fastener front and pocket, snug-fitting
latex waist band, adjustable sleeve cuffs

3

SKI SHOES for MEN and WOMEN
The latest styles in ski boots.
.98
J.98
European design.
Waterproof,

3

concaved leather heels

AND 60

Free Tickets for Ski Carnival at Penney's

J.

—
805 Bank of America Bldg.
Stockton, Calif.

2

SKI CAPS

Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction

Fountain—Curb Service

.98

SKI SUITS

"WHERE THE FOOD
IS ALWAYS GOOD-

Rightly Priced

Phone 1750

B. C. ALLINS
ENTERTAIN
WRITERS

Mu Phi Epsilon
Entertains
Music Majors

For better business positions

Fully Accredited—NAACS
California at Weber
Stockton

Combined sororities presided last
night at a progressive dinner
which proved so successful that
the affair promises to become an
annual custom on the Pacific
campus.
Under the general direction of
Helen Hall, president of the PanHellenic Council, extensive plans
were laid to insure the complete
success of the event.
Aprroximately one hundred
guests enjoyed the four course
meal and the entertainment that
followed the last course.
At six o'clock the group met at'
Tau Kappa house for the cock
tails. The first course was fol
lowed at Mu Zeta Rho by the
salad course. Then the group
crossed to Epsilon Lambda Sigma
where they enjoyed the main
course. Dessert and entertainment
followed at Alpha Theta Tau
house.
Committees for
the
affair,
named by Miss Hall, included re
freshments, June Land, Mar
garet George, Rae Hungerford,
and Doris Marsh; program com
mittee, Margaret rabert, Beverly
Miller, Dawn Walters, and Char
lotte Meeske.
The joint meeting took the
place of the regular meetings in
the various houses.

Dr. Farley's New
Book On Sale
At Bookstore

"Strange Faces"

School of Business

Meet

On January 21, Alpha Kappa
Phi wil hold its annual winter
informal dance. Dick Eaton, vicepresident and social chairman will
be in charge of the event.
Bob Bovey will head the re
freshment committee and will be
assisted by Jack Blinn, Ralph
• *
*
Trembley, Jerry Bentley, and
Braden Lutz. Martin Shearer is
in charge of the decorations and
will be assisted by A1 Hedges, Bill
Scantlebury, Milt Greenblatt, and
*
*
•
Joe Siegfried.
The AK Mother's Club will as
sist in the affair. Bids will be
'The Art of Language," written
in keeping with the season.
by Dr. Fred L. Farley is now on
.
.
.
sale at the College Bookstore.
"The Art of Language" is an
outcome of four years' of lecture
In this course. It is to be used as
a text book by the students tak
ing The Art of Language.
Col. and Mrs. B. C. Allin will
The history of words, of gram entertain members of the Califor
Mu Phi Epsilon held Its annual mar from a modern standpoint nia Composers and Writers So
tea for all the new music majors and of rules of language are the ciety at their horn* at 120 East
last Sunday afternoon, January 8, main contents of the book.
Magnolia, Thursday evening, Jan
At the present time the College uary 19 at 8:00 p. m.
at Epsilon Lambda Sigma house.
Miss Virginia Brown received the of the Pacific and Stockton Junior
The composers and lyric writers
guests; Mrs. Henry Welton and College are the only institutions invited, as members of the new
Mrs. Tully C. Knoles poured. A offering this course as an alter San Joaquin County Branch es
program was presented, consisting native for a foreign language. tablished here last week, are:
of a welcome speech by Virginia Other schools have been inquiring Miss Slyvia Pattison, Lucille
Brown; cello solo. Norma Bent about Dr. Farley's book and are Elliott, Messrs: William H. Ram
ley; vocal solo, Margaret George; considering it as a possible sey, Crawfort Gates, Mitchell
"What Mu Phi Epsilon means to course. The book is also being Hookins, Clayton Long, Professor
me," Mrs. Harbert; piano solos, reviewed by various magazines.
Allan Bacon, Professor Robert
"The Art of Language" is pub Gordon, Professor J. Russell BodEileen Coggin.
Among those present were: lished by the Stanford University ley, Dean John Gilchrist Elliott,
Lorene Shook, Eva Montgomery, Press in photolithic printing. This Professor Horace I. Brown, Mr.
typewritten
pages Maurice Hill, Galen "Stub" Har
Melba Jean Lloyd, Jean Morrall, consists of
Lorraine Dunlap, Jean MacDon- which have been photographed vey, and Theodore Upman. Others
aid, Constance Campodonico, Alice Dr. Farley feels that his book has who have attended meetings of the
Warrens, Barbara Harrison, Alice not been perfected enough to be local chapter but who have not
Ross, Jacqueline Parker, Edith- printed by the press.
registered are also invited to at
Any former Art of Language tend.
fern Dunlap, Rosemary Strader,
Minnie Sawyer, Vivienne Manery, students desiring the book may
As special guests, members of
Jean Arnot, Ruth Crane, Beatrice obtain it through Dr. Farley or the Stockton Poetry Club are cor
McCarl, Jean Cauba, Bernis Tuttle. the College Bookstore.
dially invited to attend.
Mrs. Andrews, Mrs. Harbert,
Mrs. Norton, Muriel Logerwell,
Mildred Marsh, Jane Grey, Helen
Ritta,
June
Vickland,
Gloria
Hopps, Charlotte Kerr, Sherry
Earl, Barbara Lenox, Alice Keehner, Beverly Miller, Olga Kalmin,
A SNOWFALL OF SAVINGS ON ALL TYPES
Beverly Meyer, Charlotte Smith,
Dorothy Sack, Dorothy Braghetta,
SPORTSWEAR FOR SKIING, SKATING, ETC.
Francis Fisher, Virginia Short,
Mrs. Allan Bacon, Miss Ardene
Phifer, and Miss Monreo Potts.
.
.
.
Women's all-wool plaid ski —m
Saturday afternoon is bath-time
jackets. Double-breasted. Cheerat the University of Alabama;
students there use more gallons of
ful colors
water from 2 to 6 p. m., Saturday
than any other time of the week.

EXPERT...
Watch & Jewelry
REPAIRING

BOBBINN
On El Dorado

Christmas day was chosen by
Mr. and Mrs. George E. Cox of
the Wright Tract to announce
the engagement of their daughter,
Miss Alice V. Cox, to Mr. Lionel
S. Metcalfe.
Announcements were concealed
in a silver sleigh and attached to
the place cards by silver ribbons.
Members of both families were
present.
Mr. Metcalfe is the son of Mr.
A. E. Metcalfe, orchardist of the
Linden district.
Miss Cox was graduated from
the Stockton High School and
she is now a student at Stockton
Junior College. She is a member
of the Order of the Rainbow for
Girls. Her fiance was graduated
from Lodi Union High School.
Among those present to first
hear the interesting news were
Mr. and Mrs. Cox, Miss Agnes
Cox, aunt of the bride-elect, Mr.
Ralph Cox, uncle of Miss Cox,
Mr. and Mrs. S. F. Lewis, brother
and sister-in-law of 'Mr. Metcalfe,
Miss Marion Lewis, his niece, Miss
Carol Anne Cox, sister of the
bride-elect, and Mrs. Alice Hughes,
grandmother of Miss Cox.
No date has been set for the
wedding, but it will probably be
an event of the summer.

PACIFIC
COFFEE SHOP
yiMJB
STARTS SATURDAY

HUMPHREYS

Meet The
Gang

Alice Cox Is Sororities
Fiancee Of
In Dinner
Mr. Metcalfe

C.

PENNEY

COMPANY,

Main Street at California

Incorporated

Phone 1800
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S. Dakota
Game Is
Okayed

By ALEX DONSKER

San Jose Again ....

Tonight the Spartan's hoop and
hardwood contingent will play
host to Coach Ralph Francis'
cagers in a return match, the con
ference tilt being slated for the
San Jose pavillion at 8:15 p. m.
Boss Bill Hubbard of the Spar
tan bombers, although he had
been using the crying towel quite
consistently earlier in the sea
son, has now thrown the towel
away and has great hopes for
his quintet.
This same Mr. Hubbard dis
covered that his lads bothered
the Tiger cagers no end when
they switched from a zone defense
to a man-to-man in the closing
minutes of the first San JosePacific clash. So old "Ma" Hub
bard will probably instruct his
men to use that type of defense
against the Tigers tonight.
But don't tldnk San Jose's head
man is pulling the wool over any
body's eyes. If you had witnessed
several of the Bengal practice
sessions during the past week,
you would have seen Pacific's impressario drilling his work horses
against just such a defense.
So Old Mother Hubbard may
find her pantry a little empty as
far as points are concerned when
the Tigers have finished making
mince pie out of the Spartans.
Maybe we can't beat them in foot
ball, but basketball is another
game, so they tell me, and unless
I miss my guess, the Tigers will
have another victory under their
belts by the time 10:15 rolls
around this evening.
But don't forget to watch that
guy Gus Kotta; he can plunk
them in too well to suit these
tired old eyes!

Fresno, San Jose Mess . .
Speaking of Fresno, which we
weren't -they've cancelled relations
with San Jose again. It seems
that the two schools just can't
get along with each other. The
squabble involves financial terms
in their football contract. Fresno
claims that San Jose refused to
sanction their scheduled basketball
games until the football situation
was cleared up.
So the two-game cage series
of last week-end was postponed,
the newly formed conference, of
which both teams are members,
is now in a very unsettled con
dition, and everybody seems to
be very unhappy about the whole
thing.
Deah, deah!

Dribblings

Not a single player on St.
Mary's starting lineup was under
the six foot .mark . . . Several
newspapers throughout this broad
land have been having their fun
laughing at your local institush
for scheduling such competition
as Notre Dame may have to offer
. . . We could answer them, all
right, but the language we would
use would be very uncompli
mentary.
Too much Band Frolic may be
offered as a good excuse for the
poor showing the Tigers made
against U. S. F. last week . . .
several of the lads left early, but
others were taking part in the
skits, got to be in the wee hours
of the morning; thus no fight the
next night, thus a 43-26 score.

Newby's Inc.
Home

of

the

Genuine

Barbecue
Sandwiches
Hamburgers—Hot Dogs
WE NEVER CLOSE

Fountain
Curb Service
925 E. Harding Ph. 8953
lllilllilllillllllllllllMlllli^

Sciots Definitely Will
Sponsor '39 Season
Opener In Sacramento

Tigerlets Out
For Vengeance
Against Marin

Meitz Okay

Geology Class Go
On Foodless Trip
Last Saturday members .of the
Geology class went on their be
lated field trip, postponed on ac
count of rain a few weeks ago.
The trip was in the direction of
Tracy and in the vicinity of Cora
Hollow. The trip was very suc
cessful in spite of some dumb
wretch forgetting to bring most of
the food.

A few books yet remain, and they can be
obtained at the same rate.
to Student Body Members
Fall or Spring Semester
to Student Body Members
Spring Semester Only

Apply at Business Office No. 1~
ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

Barre Stephens was hero and
high point man of the Stockton
Jaysee's encounter with Sacra
mento J. C. last Tuesday night in
the preliminary to the St. Mary'sPacific game.
Although the final score was 42
to 26, the scoreboard read 17-13
at the end of the half. Coming
in after the bisecting period was
over, Stephens scored
twelve
points in a short time, making
five field goals out of six tries.
On the last attempt, his knee was
injured and he was removed from
the field of battle.
"I sure hope he won't be laid
up long," was Coach Kjeldsen
comment.

Dons Dump
C. O. P. Five

NARANJADO
4 CA

Cubs Win Over Strong
Sacramento Quintet

Definite scheduling of the Col
lege of Pacific-University of South
Dakota game for Sacramento on
the night of Saturday, September
23, was made by the Capitol City
Pyramid Sciots in a special meet
ing of that organization early this
week.
The game will mark the open
ing of Coach A. A. Stagg's fiftieth
year of coaching the gridiron
game. The Sciots voted unanimous
ly to accept the recommendation of
its sports committee and will
sponsor the contest as part of
Sacramento's centennial celebra
Handioapped by a taller and
tion.
more experienced opponent quin
RENEWS ACQUAINTANCE
Coach Stagg will be renewing an tet, Coach Kris Kjildson's Bengal
old acquaintance when he tangles cubs, last Friday night, accepted
with the Dakota Coyotes next their second defeat of the season
autumn. Harry Gamage, now of with a 47-39 drubbing at the hands
the Dakotans, and Stagg, while he of a strong Menlo Jaysee squad.
Menlo, holding the edge over the
was with the Maroons of Chicago,
have met on the gridiron some Pacific men until the closing sec
fifteen years ago when Gamage onds of the first period, dropped
was then head man at the Uni a four-point lead to the Cubs at
versity of Illinois. Since then half-time with the score remain
Gamage has coached at the Uni ing 24-20.
In the second semester Menlo,
versity of Kentucky, Miami Uni
aided by the outstanding playing
versity and at South Dakota.
Surviving .members of the Yale of Lathos, their flashy forward,
football team on which Stagg tallied 27 points to win the ball
played will be invited to partici game.
pate in the celebration. An elab
Lathos of Menlo was high-point
orate pre-game pageant will be man of the evening, chalking up
presented. In addition the Sciots 27 points for his night's work,
expect to bring some moving pic Rogers carried the honors for the
ture stars to attract persons other Cubs with 9 digits; closly followed
than football fans.
by Monagan with 7 and Genetti
According to a new Far Western with 5.
Conference rule, the Tiger grid•
o——
men will be able to start practice
earlier next season and will have
had a little over two weeks' work
before they
tangle with the
Coyote eleven.
DAKTANS TOUGH
Coach Stagg declared that the
Peppering the basket with too
South Dakotans will prove tough much consistency, the University
opposition for the Tiger gridders. of San Francisco Dons had an
He considers the Midwestern team easy time last Saturday night
a bit tougher than Fresno State walking over the Bengal cagers to
or San Jose, but approximately the sorrowful tune of 43-26.
no tougher than the University of
The lack of fight coupled with
Arizona.
an all-around bad night for the
The Coyotes were champions of Tiger cagers spelled their doom
the North Central Conference last early in the game. Half time
season, enjoying a fairly success score found the local lads trailing
ful year with six wins and three 21-12.
losses.
Walt Kelley and Hugh McWhile in California the visiting Wililams tied for high point
squad from
Vermillion, South honors with six counters each
Dakota will take time out to visit for the Tigers. Franusich of the
the World's Fair in San Francisco. Dons stole individual honors for
the evening, sinking 17 points to
practically
beat
the
Bengals
single-handed.
Thirteen fouls were committed
by each team in the fairly rough
contest. Avery and Higgins also
helped the local cause somewhat
by plunking in two field goals
Vengeance for a defeat suffered
apiece.
at their hands earlier in the sea
son. will be the keynote of the
Stockton Jaysee hoopsters next
Tuesday, as they travel to Marin
to do battle there.
Pacificites will be glad to hear
The score of the previous game
that
Ken Meitz, the St. Mary's
was not gigantic, and Coach
Kjeldsen failed to make any direct man who was injured in the game
statement about the game, but he Tuesday night, was not seriously
Reports state that he
did say this: "The boys are be hurt.
ginning to get their eyes, and they sprained both his ankles. He was
should be improving steadily as not taken to the Pacific Infirmary
but was driven to St. Mary's dur
time goes on."
ing the evening.
Tomorrow the casaba slingers
travel to Vallejo to play Vallejo
Hi. Little trouble is expected from
that quarter.
Next Saturday, January 20,
Placer Jaysee will be their hosts.
o
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Jaysee Five
Breaks Even
In Two Tilts

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO
INCORPORATED

Telephone 5100

KRIES HAD
ENVIABLE
RECORD

"Jimmy Kries was one of
tlie finest feUows I've ever
had on my swimming team."
So said Coach Chris Kjeld
sen of Jimmy Kries, who
was killed early this week
in an auto accident. 'He will
be a hard man to replace,"
commented Kjeldson.
Following are Kries' rec
ords made during the swim
season last year:
Pool Records
100 Yd. Free
:56.6
400 Yd. Relay
4:09.4
Varsity Records
100 Yd. Free
:56.6
400 Yd. Relay
:4:14.4
150 Yd. Med. Relay , .1:33.7
200 Yd. Relay
1:55.5
400 Yd. Relay
4:09.4
Kries had already started
training for the coming swim
ming season when the fatal
accident occurred.
He was the high scorer of
the season with an amazing
total of 73 1-6 points, nearly
50 points more than any of
his teammates. He was by
far the outstanding swimmer
on the varsity squad and
showed up particularly well
in the Santa Clara, Menlo
J. C. and Fresno State
meets.

BLUE RIBBON
Dairy Products
Serve Pacific

Stockton, California

448 West Fremont
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Tigers Vs.
Hfottgal
Pag? Spartans
Tonight
MORA0ANS COP THRILLER
Lditeil By

Alex Donsker

Rippon, Higgins And McWilliams Stand Out
As Pacificites Lose Heart Breaker
In a basketball game that had everything (except the
right score) St. Mary's Gaels and Pacific's Tigers fought
a full forty minutes to a draw, proceeded five more
minutes to another draw, and then needed.one more
overtime period before the thing was settled with the
men from Moraga coming out on the long end of a
43-38 score.

The tilt was one of the fastest! •
and most thrilling to be seen on
the local court in many a season.
The
contest
was
an
eveply
matched one with neither team
able to forge ahead by more, than
five points at any time.
GET EARLY LEAD

w
By GERTIE

Coach Francis' hoopmen jumped
into an early 2-0 lead, increased it
to 11-8 as the first half wore on,
but fell behind to trail 12-16 as
the first half ended. The Bengals'
play was way above average, but
their stock dropped below sea
level at times, especially late in
the first half when the boys went
to pieces and threw the ball all
over the court.
After the intermission the Tigers
came back strong with a fast
breaking offense to put them back
in the ball game. They trailed
throughout the entire second half,
until with only two minutes to
play, Bob Adamina pulled a nice
one out of his hat and sunk a
long one from mid-court to even
things up at 36 all and send the
already tired hoopsters into their
first overtime period.
But things were a long ways
from being settled. Bud Doyle,
who played a great all-around
game, slipped one through the
tight Gael defense to put the
Francismen ahead by two points.
Mr. Dykes & Co. were not out
of the game yet however, and
Andradae, flashy Moraga forward,
again sent the boys into their sec
ond
overtime period, evening
things up, 38-38.

Swimming has finally broken
the r.f er-vacation lull with a
nouncement of a women's swim
ming team. Betty Moore (possible
Olympic material) is the coach
ager and Miss Hill is the coach.
Telegraphic meets will be held
with other colleges. All female
amphibians should report to Betty
or Miss Hill right away so they
can start the waves churning.
Possibility of a friendly bowling
tournament holds the spotlight at
present. All other activities except
ping-pong have come to a stand
still so W. A. A.ers are turning
to bowling for outside recreation.
Any other girls who would like to
"get in the groove" should con
tact Lovella
Hawley, and if
enough interest is shown the girls
will have a regular play-off.

Numerous visits were made to
the cabin over the vacation, and
still more are planned for the
coming snow season. A good heat
ing stove is about all that is
lacking to make the place com
fortable. When someone finally
breaks down and donates on?,
HOPES STILL HIGH—BUT
parties will be set for almost
every week-end (if there's enough
Pacific's hopes were still run snow.)
ning high, but the worst was yet
to come. When play was resumed
Twenty-five of the fifty dollars
the Tiger defense went to pieces which the Student Body granted
just enough to let Feeney connect the W. A. A. will go to pay for
with a field goal.
Earl Dahl incidental expenses for the cabin.
fouled MacPhail and converted for
the third point, and then Feeney
The outmoded point system still
once more broke through to sew remains as no other award sys
up the game for the Gaels with tem has been selected to replace
another basket.
it. A definite selection should be
Outstanding for the Tigermen made in the next few cabinet
were Rippon, Higgins and McWil meetings.
liams, who time and again sunk
baskets to keep the Pacificites in
jthe running. Rippon was high
point man of the evening with
14 markers. Higgins, Wood and
Feeney tied for second place
honors with 10 digits each.

Cubs In Close
Fight For
Scoring Honors

Pacific's floor play, taken as a
whole, was much better than it
has been all season. Decided im
provement was shown in nearly
all departments of the game. The
Tigers might have emerged the
winner if they could have more
successfully "freezed" the ball in
the first overtime period, but
they were unable to keep the ball
away from the Gaels and so lost
a hard fought game that was
complete with thrills galore.
A near capacity crowd of 1200
witnessed the game, and all agreed
it was one of the best they had
seen in Stockton for many a
season.
The box score:
St.

Mary's

Andradae, f
Meitz, f ,
Feeney, c
Wood, g
Noonan, g .
Ua.cPha.il, f
Kaiser, g . ,

FG
2

Totals ...
Pacific

FG
5

Higgins, f .
Rippon, f ..
McWilliams, c
Doyle, g
Dahl, g , . .
Dunlap, c . .
Adamina, g
Koehler, g .
Kelly, f

6

2

2
•—

FT
0
1
0
0
4
2
0

F P
1
4
2
5
1 10
4 10
0
8
1
6
0
0

7

9

43

FT
0

F
2
0
1
3
1
0
4
0
0

P
10
14
6
3
0
0

2

2
1
0
0
1
0
0

•—

_

5

0
0

Totals ...
16
6 11 38
Score by periods:
St. Mary's ..
16 19
3 5--43
Pacific
12 23
3
0--38
Free throws missed (Pacific 4 out
of 10—Rippon, 1 ,out of 3; McWil
liams, 0 out of 2; Doyle, 1 out of
2; Adamina, 1 out of 2; Koehler, 1
out of 1. (St. Mary's 9 out of 16) —
Andrade, 2 out of 2; Metz, 1 out of
2; Feeirey, 2 out of 2; Wood, 2 out
of 2; Noonan, 0 out of 4; MacPhail,
out of 4. Officials—Lloyd Leith
and Ernie Bailey.

Three 'regulars' of the Stockton
J. C. basketball squad are within
seven points of one another for
the number of points made in the
recorded contests held thus far
this season.
Monagan leads with 39, but
Rogers, with 37 and Genetti with
32 are close behind. If Stephens,
who made twelve points in half
of a game, can keep going at
his present pace, it is very likely
that he will be a serious con
tender for highest honors. He has
20 points to his credit now.

Swea+ies Slip
Slowly . . Stop,
Sez Skirts
C. O. P. Campus—
Jan. 10—10 P. M.
Night letter to:
C. O. P. Basketball
Team comma You've
already had a double
exposure stop You
should make more
than just a hare show
ing stop It's a delicate
situation stop We'll
come right out with it
if you won't stop Your
pants are showing stop
it period
(Signed)
Two Blushing Co-Eds
(The above was received by
ihe PACIFIC WEEKLY from
an unimpeachable source. We
didn't know what to do with
It so we are printing it.)
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Foes Meet In Return
Match On San Jose
Court This Eve

FROM BENGALMEN IN
DOUBLE OVERTIME

TIGERS IMPROVED

HEAD MAN

Jacksonmef/^
Begin Light/^
Workouts '
92 Trackmen Out
Varsity, J. C. Squi

Track season officially
der way last Tuesday i,
for "the College of the Pa<
Stockton J. C. Cinder)
Coach Earl Jackson Issue
College of Pacific's courageous
suits and held a brief
cagers will be out to break into
session.
the win column again tonight
COACH RALPH FRANCIS will Although only a hani#"
when they tangle with the hopeful lead his Bengal cagers to war
track and field aspirants a "
San Jose quintet on the Spartan's against the San Jose Spartans in
the opening night call)
pavillion in another Northern Cal a return game on the San Jose
Jackson anticipates an eLji)i" .v
ifornia conference contest.
pavilion. It will be the Tiger's ally large squad before tff
Coach "Ma" Hubbard of the third conference tilt.
ing meet._
announcf-sio" terl*'ic ... A" '
t
He
Spartans has high hopes for his
92 men have signified t
' r •
boys and has wasted no words
tention of trying out 1yt>ecttt--t°
~ s*in declaring that his players will
teams.
in
tore5 .
be set to dump the Tigermen in
VETERANS
BACK
M
.wen
u t*
tonight's return match.
vl,rA
Being presented with I od
ne*
HUB HAPPY
choice veterans of last t0.„.
Chief reason for their head
the Tiger's head mentor w
:'
man's joy is the return of Gus
a chance to bring the
ff"
Kotta, chubby San Jose forward,
Plans were formed for a series back in the Far Wester!th*'who found his shooting eye of snow trips during the Spring circle.
Having abandorf'. " tber'
against the Bengals several weeks semester, at a meeting of the spike slippers for several
of u"
b<"
ago and should be a hard man Pacific Ski Club Monday eve Pacific and Stockton JF
'
to stop once he gets going.
ning, January 8. A committee vived the sport last sealin 0,6 Who
|
Another reason for the prema composed of Bill Sheddler, Bob are once again making tl^ist101^ virk'
„
ture celebration on the Sparta Coe and Norm Davis was drawn for fame in 'Coast compe» vazin0 " gS .
campus is the fine showing of up to arrange for details concern
No definite days have U VrfIflCV 1
Johnny Allen, lanky Negro guard, ing locations for the trips and aside for practice as yet, I
W'tn< T „•
who was one of the mainstays transportation.
the cindermen have insfifldmirgb!l
in the Garden City's improved
Actual ski trips under the spon to workout whenever the r" utter
floor play.
sorship of the club will not take dry and the weather peri"1
Meanwhile on Pacific's hardv- place until after final week. How Thus far the Stockton ,M lean"1'
f «
wood floor Ralph Francis has ever, according to Dick Swain squad is scheduled to mfr'• the
t *or'
continued his barking in an effort club president, a large number of High, Stockton High and '* L_or <*'
iuS table
si. del
to keep his breadwinners in the students plan to attend the Nevada Junior College during tle W
"
Yrelv Pr
running for the Northern Cal con. Snow Carnival which will take season. The Junior Collegt^merely
ule has one or two opeq:"'® ngungs UI
ference. They are now batting a place during the week.
be
filled
before com'
cool .500 and will be hoping to
Due to growing interest in win
|.[ , . •
raise that average against the ter sports, the newly formed ski begins.
In co1
Hubbardmen.
club promises to be one of the The CoUege of Pacific^
ule
will
include
Cal
Agglei
~
well
s
major sports organizations on the
WINNING COMBINATION
scrl0U"
Coach Francis believes he has campus. Membership is now open State and possibly one I fflore
other college teams of I
the
to
all
student
skiers,
and
students
at last found a winning combina
size.
fri 0ff<-red
tion with Higgins and Rippon at desiring to learn the fundamentals
WEST
COAST
RELAYS
f* jjusick. E ;
of
skiing.
the forward spots, McWilliams at
Both
the
College
of
l7
c1;, Geography
The facilities of the Sierra Club
the pivot position and Adamina
and Stockton Junior Colle
philosophyand Doyle at guard.. The above Lodge have been offered for use
compete in the West CoasiF cUiture. A""'
of
the
Pacific
Ski
Club
through
five may or may not start to
at Fresno in May. If eP^jj, Tale>
night's game, depending on any the hospitality of Sierra Club mem
bers. The lodge is located near both of Stockton's repi .);sthf, Me'
last minute changes.
tives can make an impreir " Eu '
The Tiger hooplas have been Donner Summit and will be avail the Relays they will be*®
1
essays. P
put through their paces since the able to campus skiers during week lished as a team well wort! ''^S j cngravn
an(
St. Mary's clash in preparation days.
nition.
for the Spartans and have been
Other track plans as L COfl 1161!V
trying to polish up their floor
by Coach Earl Jackson ,e|i known a >
play and passing attack on their
follows:
Dual
meet
l.< ys colleagues
fast offensive break in an attempt
Stockton Junior College a;5 Neverthelc to run the Spartan lads ragged,
College of Pacific, Interclai, ],e iet slip • ?i
The Bengal's zone defense has
for all candidates and an,]!rtee worthy of •
been working quite well and will
mural meet with all track i:ien or a Farley
probably be used again tonight.
men excluded.
A. complete, revision, of. the
SPARTANS PREPARED
; in his economics
San Jose has not seen action system of athletic control may be ment on the findings of tl
the DuPonts
in a game since the last Tiger handed to the board of regents mittee, although it was 1" 8 in ,h<>
it
contained
recommendatiU
'
sometime
in
January
It
was
an
clash because of the postponement
revising the system of |
of their Fresno State series. They nounced last week as the U. of
ontrol.
(Mr asked one of bin
have had plenty of opportunity Nevada alumni committee, which
The alumni committed'11'- Fac'' P°v
was
appointed
to
conduct
a
sur
to prepare for the Tiger invasion
forme dat the request ( ^
worthy prof- tonight and shoulu be at their vey of the Wolves athletic situa board of regents in Octobel as dangeroution,
.
finished
a
two-weeks
inves
best for the Francismen, although
members of the football
We're
On^
the locals will enter the fray to tigation.
^
Reports from the Reno campus demanded the resignation
night as favorites because of their
director
of
athletics
and
tv,
state that alumni officials nor
.
„
. to
sedate and t
previous 27-26 victory.
football coaches.
.Geographic
, .
,,
members of the board would com- sity
.V
The Spartan starting lineup will
die
famous
Coll arms
probably include Kotta and Smersn founded in Hertford
felt, forwards; Benbeich, center;
Leo A. Borah, author
and Allen and Captain Lloyd
'"graphic article, wrlti»
Thomas at the guard positions.
® startled me to learn
Deward "Truck" Tornell, also of
My now makes Hpfootball fame, should see plenty
is well s« firearms
of action before the final gun
blows.
two product, u the
ting?"
It will be the second conference
know that the interna
game for the Spartans who are
!0ns Club at Whitn m
the defending champions of last
year, while it is the third league
Walla, Was bins
ct^ds from i„
encounter for the Tigers.

Many To Attend
Nevada Snow
Carnival

Athletic Program
Of U. Nevada
May Be Changed

YOUNG

COLLEGE

SPECIAL
TROPIC TSLE, PLUM PUD
DING, ICE CREAM, SAND
WICHES, SOUP, CHILI, COLD
DRINKS.

Fast Curb
Service

DUTCH MAID
The Best Made
1712 Pacific Ave.

SKIS AND
TOBOGGANS

Come out ahead
t h i s season
with your clothes
budget; take ad
vantage of low
prices during this
sale.
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SUITS & TOPCOATS •

For Rent and Sale
We Carry Northland
Skis, Toboggans,
and Supplies
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$31
Reg. 31
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Topcoats Include Tweeds, Oxfo^It > 7> th."
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Blues, Raglans, Single & Breasted

Giant Milk Shakes
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at the
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Me

SILVER LEAF
Always the Best

22 S. California St.

Are You Ready for the
Final Test? We Are

PAT MIRAGLIO'S
MOTOR SERVICE
RICHFIELD PRODUCTS
Pat Miraglio
Russ Aitken
2405 Pacific Ave.

•• A K I

MEN •

Open 'Till 2 A. M.

AND

•l M^u M

SMART

*r J

Get Your
Cold Weather Drinks

itim uam

M •kv
'*v t

Forty-Nine Drug Co.
Main and E31 Dorado, Ph. 1849
Poplar and Yosemite, Ph. 8140

Everything to be found in a
First-Class Pharmacy

439 E. MAIN
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